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The Laws of Form 
G. Spencer Brown 
Let G be a group and A a ring. We consider modules over the ringA[G] which are 
free over 2. There is the usua1 direct sum, MON, of modules which we write simply 
as M+N. We can also define a product of moduIes by setting MN = M $3~ N as 
abelian groups, and letting G act diagonally i.e. g . (x 0 y) = g * x 0 g . y (x EM, 
yENandgEG). 
By taking an additive basis for M, we can represent the elements of G by matrices 
with entries in A. So a module is equivalent to a representation of G over A, and the 
case A = 2 corresponds to integral representations. 
In this paper we determine the products MN for the case A = 2 and G = Dz,,, the 
dihedral group of order 2p where p is an odd prime. The question arises as to what do 
we determine MN in terms of. If M cannot be written as a direct sum of other 
non-trivial modules, we say M is indecomposables. In the case of interest, a complete 
set of indecomposables is known (cf. [4]) and what we do is to compute MN as a sum 
of these indecomposables. Of course, it suffices to do this only when M and N are 
themselves indecomposable. 
A word of caution is necessary at this point. The Krull-Schmidt Theorem does 
not hold for these modules, i.e., a module does not, in general, have a unique 
decomposition into decomposables. However, in [4], a set of invariants of these 
modules is defined which determine the isomorphism class of these modules, and 
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these invariants can easily be computed for a module if any indecomposable 
decomposition is known. 
The main technique used is to compute the cohomology of the indecomposables 
(more precisely, the cohomology of D za with coefficients in the indecomposable 
modules) and the cohomology of the products, and by comparison of these 
cohomology groups, eliminate the indecomposables which do not appear in the 
decomposition of the product. It is hoped that this technique will be of use in other 
cases, e.g., the case of metacyclic groups (cf. [6]). 
Section 1 describes the indecomposable modules, some elementary results 
concerning them, and all the results of the paper are presented in concise tabular 
form. 
Section 2 handles the case of Z[Z,]-modules. We believe that much of the 
material of this section is “well-known”, but have been unable to find a convenient 
reference. Also since this section uses techniques similar to those of latter sections, it 
can be thought of as providing motivation. 
Section 3 is a brief section containing some elementary results which are required 
in Section 4. Section 4 computes the cohomology of Dzp with coefficients in each of 
the indecomposable modules, and hence for arbitrary coefficients. 
Section 5 provides a sort of “local” determination of the multiplication table. If 
S = (p/q E Q: (4,2p) = l}, then Section 5 computes the multiplication table for the 
representation ring of S[D,,]. This section contains the bulk of the computations. 
Section 6 shows how the results of Sections 2 and 5 can be combined to determine 
the multiplication of modules over Z[D,,]. 
1. Notations and results 
p will always be an odd prime. 
Dzp will be the dihedral group of order 2p with generators a and b with a2 = 1 and 
6” = 1 (and bab = a). 
Z, will be the group with p elements with generator b, i.e., we think of Z, c DQ,. 
[isapthrootof lwithcfl. 
R is the ring Z[<]; R. is the ring Z[l+ f]. 
Z (zP) = S is the ring CQ defined by Zczp) = {r/s E Q: (s, 2~) = l}. 
We are interested in modules over the rings Z[Z,], Z[D,,] and S[D,,]. All of our 
modules over the integral group rings will be finitely generated abelian groups and all 
modules over S[Dzp] will be obtained from modules over Z[D2,] by tensoring with 
S. We will confuse modules with their isomorphism class, and M = M’ will mean M is 
isomorphic to M’. In addition we will sometimes think of modules over S[D,,] as 
equivalence classes of modules over Z[D,,]. 
We now describe the indecomposable modules over Z[Z,] ([3, p. 5061 and [7]). 
I = Z with trivial action. 
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cri=lJ, where U, is an ideal in R and b.u=lu for UEUi and R= 
Ul, lJ2,. . . , U,,, are a set of representatives of the ideal classes of R (by our 
arrangement, we confuse U, with its ideal class) and h, is the class number of R. 
p’=cu’@Z where b-(z(,n)=(~~+tnui,n)for uEL/; andnE2 where Ui isa 
fixed element of Ui not in (1 -S)lJ;. 
It is easily seen that p’ = Z[Z,]. We write (Y (respectively p) for (Y’ 0 S (respec- 
tively ,0’ 0 S). We have the following exact sequence. 
O+Crf+pf+I~O, i = I, 2, . . . , h,. (1.1) 
Recall that the 0’ are projective Z,-modules. 
An alternate description of p’ can be obtained from the exact sequence 
O+ZZ-Z[Z,l-i:R+O 
where C = CpzC: 6’. Then P” can be obtained as 
p” =p-‘(Ui). 
p” is the dual of 0’. A similar description works for Mj (i = 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10) 
below. 
We now describe the indecomposable modules over Z[D,,] (see [4]). 
M, = 2 with trivial action. 
M*=Zwitha.n=-nandb.n=n. 
M3 = ZOZ with a . (nl, ~22) = (n2, nl) and b . (a,, n2)= (nl, n2). 
M!, = ViR where Vi is an ideal in R. and a . r = F and b ’ r = cr (I E ViR) and 
Ro= VI,. . . , V, are a set of representatives of the ideal classes of R. and r, is the 
class number of Ro. 
M; = ViR with a ’ r = -F and b . r = [r, i = 1,2, . , rp. 
M;,=M;OzM1witha.(r,n)=(-r+nv,,n)andb.(r.n)=(5r+nvi,n)wherev; 
is a fixed element of ViR not in (1 - t)ViR. 
M$ =Ml o,M2witha.(r,rz)=(r-nv,,-n)andb.(r,n)=(~~+nvi,n). 
M;7 =Mi &MS with a .(1;n~,1~~)=(r+(n~-n~)u,,n2,n,) and b.(r,nl,n2)= 
(!Jr+[nl+nZ(l-2t)]vi7 nl, n2>. 
MS =Mi 0zM3 with a . (r, al, n2)= (-F+(n~+n~)v,, n2, nI)and b . (r, nl, n2)= 
63 + (nl+ nZ)ui, al, n2). 
Mio = Ml Oz Mi 0zM3 with 
a . (r, r’, nl, n2) = (F+nl--2, f’+(n~ +n2)v;, n2, nl) 
and 
b . k I’, al, 4 = kP+n1+d-2.l), O’+(~~+rG,, nl, 122). 
We write M, (j=1,2 ,..., 10) for the module Mf induces over S[D,,] 
(Mj@S=M;’ OS). W e sometimes think of M: as a representative of M,, but one 
should take care that assertions about the M,‘s over S do not always imply similar 
assertions about the Mf ‘s over Z. 
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We have the following exact sequences 
O+M: -M; +M1 +O, 
O+M: -M; -M2+0, 
O+Mfi -MB -+M3-,0r 
O+M; -M; -+M3--,0, 
0-M: -M;,, -M$ -0. 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
We write [Ml2 (respectively [Ml,) to denote the restriction of M to Z2 (respec- 
tively 2,) both over 2 and S. We can state some of our results in tabular form. In 
Table 1 the LY l’s and p l’s in columns 4 and 5 refer to the appropriate group and 
n@=@@. . .op’ 
n times 
Table 1 
M: 
i=l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Notation in 
[41 rkz [M: 12 [MI 1, rk H” H’ HZ H’ H4 
S 
S’ 
L 
R 
(Rb 
(R’, S) 
(R. L) 
(R’, L) 
(R+R’,L) 
2 
p-1 
P-l 
P 
P 
Pfl 
P+l 
2P 
II 
ai 
P’ 
bl)P’ 
f(P_ l)B’ 
+(p-1)p’+1 
gp-l)p’+n’ 
tcP+ 1)P’ 
i(P+l)P’ 
PP’ 
1 0 2 0 2+P 
0 2 p 2 0 
1 0 p 0 p 
0 0 0 p 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 R 2 0 2 
0 2 0 2 0 
1 0 0 0 p 
1 0 p 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
and “+” means 0. The entry in the rk HO column gives the rkz of Ho&,, M! ) 
while the entries in the H column determines H’(&,; M! ) where j = k(4). “2” 
indicates Z2 etc. Since every &,-module can be written as a sum of indecompos- 
ables and Hk(DZp; M:)= Hk(&; M!) (see [2, p. 5601) this table can be used to 
compute the cohomology of DzP with coefficients in any module. 
If M and M’ are &-modules (over Z or S), we define MM’ as M OzM’ with 
diagonal action. The multiplication of &,-modules over S follows from Table 2. 
MI acts as the identity and Table 2 gives multiplication mod MI,) and MM,,,= 
(rk,M)Mlo, e.g., M5M6 = t<p - ~)MIo, M~MT = MT + %p - ~)MIc,, M&h = M4 +Ms, 
etc. 
If M is a &-module over Z, then by writing Z as a sum of indecomposables and 
taking the product of all the ideal classes involved, we get an invariant I(M). The 
knowledge of M as a sum of indecomposables over S and I(M) determines the 
isomorphism class of M over Z.’ 
1 This is the content of Theorem 3.2. in [4], although it is not stated clearly. 
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Table 2 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
2 1 3 5 4 7 6 9 8 
3 3+3 4+5 4+5 0 0 8+9 8+9 
4 9 8 0 0 4 5 
5 9 0 0 5 4 
6 6 7 0 0 
7 6 0 0 
8 8 9 
9 9 
Hence Table 3 completes the description of multiplication in the representation 
ring of Z[L&,]. In Table 3 A is associated with M4 and MS; B with iMe, MT; C with 
M8, MS and D with Mlo. A few examples show how to use Table 3. 
Table 3 
A B C D 
I(MkM<)=f(M;)p’I(M;)-‘=(V’)-‘(V”)p’, (Am%‘) 
Z(M;Mi;o ) = 1, 
I(M’,Mc(, ) = I(Mi;,) ) = V”. (D) 
2. Multiplication of modules over Z[Z,] 
As mentioned in the introduction, much of this section appears to be “well- 
known”. Basic references are Section 74 of [3] and Chapter 10 of [5]. 
Theorem2.1. (~‘a’=l+(p-2)p’. 
Proof. Define & : /3’ + (p - 1)/3’ as follows: 
~(x)=xA(~~,&, . . . ,2$_,) x@’ 
where A = b - 1 and & = I,“=;’ b’ so 1, = 1 and & = _X, the norm. 
Clearly 6 is a module homomorphism and since XA =0, 6(Z)= 0, 6 induces a 
module homomorphism @:p’/(z) - (p - 1)p). But since 1 +c + l”+. . . + fPm’ = 0, 
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@:“‘+(p-l)p’. 
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Let M = coker @ = (p - l)P’/@(a ‘). 
Claiml. M=Il+(p-2)/3’. 
Define (I, : I+ (p - 2)/3 ’ + M as follows: 
Let rr : (p - l)pl + M be the canonical projection and 
$(l;O,O )...) O)=rr(E1,& )...) &i) 1Ell 
and 
$(O; x2,. . , xppl)=7T(0,x2,. . .,X,-l) XiEp’. 
+ is certainly a homomorphism of abelian groups. To see that $ is a module 
homomorphism, it suffices to show 
b.G(l;O ,..., O)=$(l;O ,..., 0) 
or 
rr[b(Cr, . , -&dl = 45,. . , -&I) 
or 
(b - 1)(X1, . . . , Xp-I)~ @(a’). 
But Q(1) = (b-1)(21,. . . , LY_,), so rC, is a module homomorphism. 
To see that $ is an isomorphism, it suffices to show 
(i) q? is surjective, and 
(ii) rkM=rk (ll+(p-2)p’). 
For (i), it suffices to show that ~(x, 0, . . , 0)~ Im ti, Vx E p’. Since q? is a module 
homomorphism, it suffices to show n(l, 0, . . . , 0)~ Img q?. Now 
l/G(l;O ,...) O)=rr(E,,& )..., q-1) 
= rr(1, 0, . . . ,0)+ 4k 22, . . , -q-l) 
= ?r(l, 0, . . . ) 0)+ $(O; 22, . . . , &I). 
Also rk(ll+(p-2)P’)=1+(p-2)p=(p-1)2 and rkM+rk@(cx)=rk(p-2)P’= 
(p - 2)p, so we must show rk @(a) = p - 1 or that 0 is injective. 
Suppose Q(x)= 0. Write x = [y] for some y Gol, so @(X)=$(y)= 
yA (El, . . , &_,) = 0. In particular yAEl = yA = 0. This 3 y E ker A = Img E = 
(X)+,x = [y] = 0 in (p - l)@/(X) and Claim 1 follows. 
Claim 2. A4 =cylcfl. 
We must first state two important lemmas. 
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Lemma2.2. Let G beafinitegroupandAa ringandMa (Z-free) moduleoverA[G]. 
LetMoAIG]=MOzAIG] withactiononA[G]only. ThenM.A[G]=MoA[G]. 
This is essentially the argument at the top of p. 199 in [l]. The map 
ip:&?‘+al~pl: c xgog+ c (g-‘.x,bg (2.1) 
‘Ct.& KtZp 
is an isomorphism. (We have written “ 0 ” instead of “0” to indicate we are in CY ’ 0 p’ 
not CY1pl.)XgEal. 
Lemma 2.3. In the situation of Lemma 2.2, if 
O+M’+M+M”+O 
is an exact sequence of G-modules and N is any G-module, then 
O+NM’+NM+NM”+O 
is an exact sequence of G-modules. 
This lemma follows from the fact that all modules are Z-free. So 
O+II-+/3’+cu’-+Oexact~ 
(*) O~cu’ll--,~lpl-,~lal--,Oexact. 
Firstconsidercu1~‘.Letxi=[bi]~~‘,i=1,2,...,p-1.Then 
b . Xi =Xi+l, i==1,2 ,..., p-2, 
(3 
b.x,_~=-(xl+x~+...+xa_~). 
so al=zxlo~ . ~@ZX,-~ as an abelian group 
+CY1lpl=,’ o~‘=(p~z~~~o~~-p~(zxj~~~)=(p-l)~’ 
*=I r=l 
as a module. Now thinking of (Y ‘p’ as LY’ 0 ,G’ = (p - l)p’, we want to determine the 
submodule corresponding to cr’ll. By ($) it suffices to find q(x,-r @X)E cy’p’. Using 
(2.1) we get 
(p(xp_l o-q= 
=(x,-r 0 l)+(b-lnp_l 0 b)+. . .+[(b’-‘)-lx,_, 0 bp-‘1 
=(x,-l 0 l)+(~~-~~b)+. . .+(x1 0 b PP2)+(bxp--l 0 bP-‘) 
=~~-~~(1-b-~)~x~_,~(b-b-~)+~~~+n~~(b~-~-b-~) by(;) 
= b-l[xp_l 0 (b-1)+xp_-20(b2-1)+...+x10(bp-1)] 
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which corresponds to 6-‘(6 - 1, b2 - 1, . . . ,bPP’-1) in (p-l)@‘. Now (bk-1)= 
(b - l)(bk-’ + bkP2 +. . . + 1) = A&. Hence xpPr @ 2 in (Y ‘pl corresponds to 
b-lA(&, &, . . , &,p--l) in (p - 1)/3’, so the b’A(X1,. . , Cppl) generate the image of 
a’1 in cylpl and the map curl+ (~‘/3’ corresponds to @ and (~la’ =(~‘/3’/(~‘1= 
(p-l)@l/G+r)=M. 
The following lemma which will be important in the sequel follows from Lemma 
2.2 and the discussion following Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a finite group, A a ring and Ma module over A [ G] and M’ a free 
module over A[ G]. Then MM’ is A [ G]-free. 
We can define I(M) for M a .&-module exactly as for DIP-modules, e.g. 
I(a2+P3)= U:!U3. 
Proposition 2.5. Z(cx’pk)= Z(pk)-’ = U,‘. 
Proof. 0 + a ’ + p’ + U + 0 is the exact sequence obtained by mapping (Y’ onto 
the augmentation ideal of p’. Hence 
,+&?k-&pk+pk+0 (2.2) 
is also exact, and since p k is projective, this sequence splits and B ‘p k = (Y ‘/3 k + @ k. 
But by Lemma 2.4, P’pk is free and I(P1pk)=O. 
Corollary 2.6. a’pk = (p -2)/3’+pk’ where uk’= (ii’. 
Proof. Taking the cohomology of Z, with coefficients in the exact sequence (2.2) we 
see H’(2,;(~‘/3~)=0, i>O. 
Proposition 2.7. I(cylak)= I(ak)-’ = U;‘. 
Proof. As above we get an exact sequence 
O+YY1ak’plcuk+cKk’O. (2.3) 
Hence EIi(~l~k)=H’P1(~k)=Hi(ll), i>l, so a*cxk =I+(p-3)@‘+/3’ for some j 
and I((Y’Q~)=~(/~‘). Hence (-Y~(~~~LY~)=Q+(P-~)(P--~)@~+~~P’ by Lemma 2.3 
and CY~(C~~CX’)=LY~+(P-~)(~-~)@’ by Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.3. Hence 
I((~*@)=l(a~), but Z(LY’~~)=I(~‘)-~+I(&~~)=I(/~~)=I(~~)-~. 
Corollary 2.8. LY ‘cx k =n+(p-3)p’+pk’ where uk = U,‘. 
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Proposition 2 9 . . 1@“/3’) = 1. 
Proof. (p -p”) and (p -p’) are members of C,(Z[D,,]), the reduced projective 
class ring of Z[D,,] and by [S], all products in this ring are 0. Hence 
~l~r-~r~k-fiI@+~~pi = 0 
and by Lemma 2.4, p’p’, plpk, 0’0’ are all free, so flkfi’ must be free. 
Corollary 2.10. t!? k@’ = p/3 ‘. 
Proposition 2.11. I(a kp’) = I@‘)-‘. 
Proof. Write LY kp’ = (p - 2)@’ + p’ so I(cu kp’) = I@‘). Then 
cul((Ykb’)=(p-l)(p-2)@+&[ 
and 
/3’(LY1cxk)=pj+(p-3)p@+p$k’. u, = u,,‘. 
Since I(p’pk’) = 1 by Proposition 2.9, I(cu’p’) = I@‘) and I(a kp’) = I@‘) = 
I(&[)-’ =I@‘))‘. 
Corollary 2.12. (Y kp’ = (p - 2)p’ + /3’ where U,, = U,:‘. 
Proposition 2.13. I((Y’(Y k, = Z((Y’)~‘~((Y k)-‘. 
Proof. Write CY’~~ =I+(~-~)~‘+~‘so I(aiak)=I(P’). Then 
CY1(&k)=&1+(p-3)(p-1)P’+n’/?’ 
and 
cuk(&‘)=LYk+(p-3)(p-1)@+Luk/3j’ > u,‘= u,’ 
Hence, I(cr”)I(cu “p”) = I(a’p’), so 
I(a’a “) = I@‘) = Z((Y$l))l = I(& k)-lz(a “P”))’ 
= I(cyk)~‘l(p”)= r(Cyk)-‘r(Cu’)-’ 
since I@“) = I((Y’))‘. 
Corollary 2.14. ~Y’(Y k =O+(p-3)8’+/3’where U’= UF’U;‘. 
Thus we have determined the multiplicative structure of the integral represen- 
tation ring of 2, in Proposition 2.5, Corollaries 2.10,2.12,2.14, and the fact that 11 is 
the identity. 
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3. Restrictions to Zz and 2, 
The purpose of this section is to examine the results displayed in the columns 
labeled [Mill, and [M!], in Table 1 and derive some related information. The 
results in these columns can be derived from the table on p. 228 of [4]. In fact, one 
could replace Mf by h4{ and a: ‘(pi) by cu’(p’) and Table 1 would still hold with the 
appropriate interpretations. 
The restrictions of Mj, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are trivial to compute, while the idea for 
n/ii, j = 6,7,8,9 is to observe that the exact sequences (1.2) (1.3) (1.4) and (1.5) 
split when restricted. MiO is somewhat more complicated. For [M:,],, define a 
homomorphism 
f:[M&], --, [MA],: (r, r’, nl, n2)+ Vr fll+fl;?) 
and observe that f is onto and [M:“], = [Mi I,, + ker f and that ker f is isomorphic 
to the elements of even augmentation in /3i which is isomorphic to 8’. For [M:,], 
use 
g : [ML 12 + [Mt 12: (r, r’, nl, n2) -+ (I’, nl, k> 
and the resulting exact sequence splits. However, more is true. 
Proposition 3.1’. M:o is isomorphic to Z[&]. 
Proof. Z[&] is indecomposable and hence must be on Lee’s list and by rank 
considerations, Z(DIP] = Ml0 for some i. Lemma 6.13 i = 1. 
We will also need the structure of I’M? as a &-module. 
Proposition 3.2 
(a) A4:@ = 1, (d) A4:p = 0, 
(b) Mfo = LY, (e) M?o = 0, 
(c) MB0 = P, (f) A4:u = 1, 
(8) M? = ff, 
(h) MfD = P, 
(i) h4gP = p. 
Proof. (a)-(e) are trivial. For (f), let f: R -+ p: 6 -+ 6. Then an isomorphism 
F : [M& + p is given by 
F(r, n) = Af(r)+ n. 
Since Z generates @p, F-‘(C) generates Me zo. Now if x = F(r, n), then x -n = Ay for 
some yip since .Xx=n_X3~(~-~>=0. Hence F-‘(x)=f-l(y). If x=X then 
y =f(a) where g =c~~~(p -k - l)ck and Mfp is generated by (g, p). 
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Now a . (CT, p) = (-6 +p, p) and -6 fp = 0 since 
p-2 
~~~(P-k-l)~k+~~~(P-i-l)j’= 
p-2 
:k~“(P-k-l)~*+*~2(k-l)i* 
p-1 
and (f) follows. (g) is similar and (h) and (i) follow from (1.4) and (1.5). 
4. The cohomology of Dzp 
Since Hk(&; M)= Hk(D2,,; M 0 S) [2, p. 5601, we may as well work over S. 
The main tool is 
Proposition 4.1. Hk(D2p; AI)= Hk(Zp; [M]p)Z~@Hk(Z2; MZ~). 
Proof. 0 -+ Z, * Dzp ---f Z2 + 0 is exact and the proposition follows from the 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. 
Proposition 4.2 
k =O, 
Hk (Da; MI) = 
ZzOZ, k = O(4), 
z2 
k = 2(4), 
k odd. 
Proof. M?p = I, so 
Z k=O, 
Hk(Z2; I%@) = 0 k odd, 
Z2 k even. 
Now we must see how a acts on Hk(Zp; [Ml],). But 
HdDzp; MI) = D2pl[D~n Dzpl= Z2 
so by the Universal Coefficient Theorem, H’(D2,; MI) = 0. Since H2(Z2; Mfp) = Z. 
we must have H2(Zp; [Ml]p)Z2 = 0. Hence, the action of a on a generator x E 
H2(Zp; [Ml],) must be a . x = -x. x generates H*(Z,; [Ml]) via cup products, so 
ffkG; MI)=’ = 2 k = O(4), otherwise 
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Hk(Dzp; h43) = 
i 
2 k=O, 
Z, k even, 
0 k odd. 
Proof. Hk(Z2;M?p)=Hk(Z2;P)=Ofor k>O 
Hk(Zp; Df3lp)= 
Z,OZ, 
i 
k even, 
k>O 
0 k odd, 
and a acts on H”“” = Z, ~$9 Z, by interchange. 
From now on, we write Hk(Zg; M) rather than Hk(Zp; [Ml,) and Hk(M) for 
Hk(Dzp; M), where M is a Dzp-module. 
Proposition 4.4 
i 
0 k =0(4), 
Hk(Mz) = Zz k odd, 
Z, k =2(4). 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence 
f 
O-,M,-,M3~M*~O 
where f(x) = (x, x) and g(x, y) = x - y). Taking cohomology, we get 
O+ H’(M,)+ H’(M3)-, H’(M2)-, H2(M1)+ 
H2(M3) * H’(M2) + H3(M,) + 
which is 
0+O-O-*H’(M2)-*Z2-Zp+-H2(M2)+0. 
Since the only map: Z2 * Z, is the 0 map, we get H’(M2) and H2(M2) and a similar 
argument works in the other dimensions ~1 or 2(4). 
For k = 3, we get 
NOW h(Z2) = 0, so H3(M2) = Z2@X. Suppose h(Z,,) = 0. Then X = Z, and 
H3(M2) = Z2@ZP. But the p-component of H3(M2) is H3(Zp; M2)zz which is 0. 
Hence h(Z,) = Z,, and H3(M2) = Z2 and H4(M2) = Z,. A similar argument works in 
the other dimensions ~3 or O(4). 
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Proof. [I’U~]~ = 0 + Hk(Zp; M,) = 0 for k > 0 and 
Proposition 4.6 
Z, k = 3(4), 
Hk(W= ( o 
otherwise. 
Proof. Recall that the exact sequence (1.3) 
0+M4-,M,-+Mz+0. 
This yields 
0 --, H’(M4) -+ Z2 5 Z2 + H2(M,) -+ 0. 
Since the 2-component of H’(M4) = H2(Z2; Mfo) = 0, f must be an isomorphism 
and we get the desired result for k = 1 or 2(4). 
For k = 3 or 4, we get 
0 + Z, + H3(M,) + Z2 5 Z2 + H4(M4) - 0, 
and again, g must be an isomorphism. 
Proposition 4.7 
I 
Z k==O, 
Hk(M6)= ZZ k even and > 0, 
0 k odd. 
Proof. Same as Proposition 4.5 except that M6”’ = II. 
Proposition 4.8 
Z, k = l(4), 
Hk(M5)= (0 otherwise. 
Proof. For k > 1, the proof is similar to that of Proposition 4.6. Fork = 1, from (1.2) 
we get 
0 -+ H0(M6) -r, HO(MI) + H’(MS) + 0. 
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Now from the proof of Proposition 3.2, we see that Ho&&) = Mpo is free abelian 
and generated by (0; p) and f(cr, p) = p, so H’(M5) = Z,. 
Proposition 4.9 
Z k=O, 
Z, k=0(4) k>O, 
lo otherwise. 
Proof. This proof is also similar to that of Proposition 4.6, except that it uses the 
sequence (1.4). 
Proposition 4.10 
Hk(M+ 
i 
Z k=O, 
Z, k =2(4), 
(0 otherwise. 
Proof. Again this proof is similar to that of Proposition 4.6, but using the sequence 
(1.5) except for k = 1. 
For k = 1, we get 
0 -+ HO(Mg) -t, HO&&) + H’(MJ) ---, H’(M,) + 0 
It is not difficult to see that M?o is generated by (a; p, o) and (0; 1, -1). If we solve 
the equation 
a . [B(a; p, o)+A(O; 1, -l)] =B(~T; p, o)+A(O; 1, -1) 
we get B =2+A = -p, so H”(Mg)= Mpp is generated by (2~; p, p) and 
f(2o; P, P> = (P, P> so H’(M) = 0. 
Proposition 4.11 
f&c (Mm) = { f itzrwise. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3.1. A proof in the spirit of the 
preceding ones can easily be obtained from sequence (1.6). 
Theorem 4.12. The isomorphism class of a D Zp-module Mover S is determined by 
(a) its rank=, 
(b) H’(DQ; M), i = 1,2,3,4 and 
(c) E(M)= the sum of the number of Me’s, MS’s and Mlo’s that appear in its 
indecomposable decomposition. 
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Proof. Let IZ~ be the number of Mi’s in an indecomposable decomposition of M. 
Then according to Lee [4, p. 2281, the invariants 
A=nl+ns+ns, E = n~+n8+nIo, 
B =nz+n3+&, F=n7+ng+nlo, 
c = n4, G=nI+ns, 
D = ns, H=n2+n7 
determine the isomorphism class of M over S. But 
A = the number of &,‘s in H4(M), 
B = the number of ZP’s in H’(M), 
C = the number of ZP’s in H3(M), 
D = the number of ZP’s in H’(M), 
G = the number of Z2’s in H2(M) or H4(M), 
H = the number of Z2’s in H’(M) or H3(M), 
and rank,M=A+B+pE+pF. 
Remark. It is easily seen from this theorem that Hk(D20; M) k >O do not deter- 
mine the S-isomorphism class of M. Also adding HO(Dzp; M) doesn’t help, since 
rkZH”(Dz,;M)=8G-$H+ip[(p-l)A+(p-l)B+rk(M)]. 
As an example Hk(M1 +Mg)= Hk(M6+M3), but E(M1 +Mg)= 0, while E(Mh+ 
M3)= 1. 
5. Multiplication over S 
Mi is trivially seen to act as the identity and the action of Ml0 follows from Lemma 
2.4. 
Proposition 5.1. If M is any D2p-module, MIoM = rk (M) . Ml,,. 
Proposition 5.2 
(a> M2. M2 =MI, (e) MZ . M6 = MT, 
(b) M2 - M3 = M3, (0 M2 . M7 = MC, 
Cc) M2 . Ma = MS, k> M2 . MS = MS, 
(4 M2 . MS = MJ, (h) M2 . MS = Ms. 
Proof. (a)-(f) follow easily from the definitions of the modules. 
For M2 . MS, multiply (1.4) by M2 and we get 
0-+Ms~M2Ms~M3-+0. 
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Checking the long cohomology sequence tells us that M2Ms = MS or M3 + M5, i.e. we 
get easily H’(MzMs)= Z,, H3(M2M8) = 0 and Hk(M2Ms) has no 2-torsion. But 
[M&, = II and [Mgjp = p +I, so [MzMs], = p +11 while [M5M31p = 21+a, and g) 
follows. 
(h) is similar using (1.5). 
Proposition 5.3 
(a) M&f3 = 2M3, (e) M&G = MIO, 
(b) M3M4 = MA + MS, (f) M3Ms = MS + MS, 
(c) M3Ms=Mz,+Ms (g) M3M9=Ms+M9, 
(4 M3M6 = MIO, 
Proof. (a) Let el = (1,0) and e2 = (0,l) generate M3 over 2. Then 
a .(elOer)=ezOe7., a * (e2Oel)=elOe2, 
a * (elOe2)=e2Oel, a ~(e20e2)=e10eb 
Hence M3M3 is isomorphic to M3 + M3 under the map ei 0 ei --, (ei, ej). 
(b) and (e). Multiplying (1.3) by M3, we get 
0-,M3M,-+M3M,+M3+0. (5.1) 
Now [M71p = p and [M31P = 11+ 1, so [M3M,], = 2p. Therefore M3M7 = 2M6, 2M7, 
Me-l-M7 or Ml,. 
Similarily by reducing to Z,, we get that M3M4 = 2M4, 2Ms or M4 + MS and none 
of these have any 2-torsion. M3 also has no 2-torsion, so by (5.1) M3M7 has no 
2-torsion and must be Mlo. 
Thus (5.1) becomes 
0-,M3M4+Mlo +M3-+0 
and checking cohomology tells us M3M4 = M4 + Ms. 
(c) and (d) follow from MS = MzM4 and M6 = MzM7. 
(f) Multiplying (1.4) by M3 yields 
0-+M4+M4-+M3M8+2M3*0. (5.2) 
So Hk(M3M8) has no 2-torsion and M 6, My, M; and M2 cannot appear in its 
decomposition. M4 + MS can be eliminated by rank considerations. The only possi- 
bilities left are 2Ms, 2M9, M8+M9 and MS+ M 1o. Again (5.2) eliminates 2Ma and 
2M9 since 22, never appears in the cohomology of M3Ms. 
Since Hk (Ml0 + M3) = Hk (MS + M9) and both have rank 2 (5.2) will not easily tell 
us which is equal to M3M8. Fortunately E(Mlo+ M3) = E(Mg+ M9) = 1, so by 
Theorem 4.12, Mlo+M3 = Ms+M9 and there is no need (or possibility) of dis- 
tinguishing them. 
(g) follows from MS = MzMs. 
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Proposition 5.4 
(a> M&f4=~9+h7-3)M10, 
(b) M&f5 = MS +&P - 3W10, 
(c) M&b = +<p - l)M~o, 
(d) M&G = %P - 1Pfm 
(e) M&&X =M~+%P - ~)MIo, 
(f) M4M9 = MS +$(p - l)Mm. 
Before beginning the proof of Proposition 5.4, we prove a lemma. 
Lemma 5.5. Let M be a D2,-module. Then the 2-torsion in Hk(MM,)= 
H“ (22; [Ml,). 
Proof. Let N be the Dz,-module which is p as a &-module and a * g = g-’ for 
g E Z,. N is a DZp-module since a . (ag) = g and (bab) . g = babg = bg-‘b-l = g-‘. In 
fact N = M6 since [N], = p, so N = M6 or M7 and H’(Z,, [N],) is Z and is generated 
by & (=l+. . *b”-‘) and a . & =_&,, so H’(Z,[N],)= 7) as a Zz-module which 
+N=M6. 
Recall the situation of Lemma 2.2. If M is any DZp-module, we can define M 0 N 
asMO~Nwitha.(x~y)=ax~ayasusual,butb.(x~y)=x~by,x~M,yEN. 
Then a similar proof to that of Lemma 2.2 shows M 0 N = MN, We use the same map 
(o : MN * M 0 N and the only addition required is to show cp(a . p) = a + q(p) for 
JL E MN, and this is the obvious computation. 
Claim. [MM6/ker _&,I2 = [M12. 
Thinking of MM, as M 0 N, ker & is easily seen to be generated over Z by 
x(b’-b’-‘)=O, i=O,. . . ,p-1. Since 1, b-1, b2-b,. . . ,bP-‘-bp-l generate N 
over Z, MMc/ker &, is generated over Z by the class of x 0 1. But 
Hence [MMs/ker &]2 = [M]2. 
Claim. MM6/ker &, = (MM6). 
Since [M61p is free (over Z,, of course), [MM6], is free and H’(Z,; [MM61p) = 0, 
k > 0. This 3 ker Ab = Img & (Ab = 1 -b). But ker Ab = (MM6)zp and Jmg & = 
MMe/ker &. Therefore (MM,)4 = [MI] and since the 2-torsion in Hk(MM6) is 
Hk(Z2; MM6)z0 by Proposition 4.1, we are done. 
Proof of Proposition 5.4. First we do (c). 
By Lemma 5.5, the 2-torsion in Nk(M4M6)=Hk(Z2[M4]2)=Hk(Z2; $(P-1)/3)= 
0 V k >O. Hence M4M6 has no 2-torsion which eliminates Me and MT from its 
indecomposable decomposition. But [M4M61p = (p - 1)/3, so the only possibility is 
M4M6 =&p - l)Mlo. 
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(d) follows from M7 = M2M6. 
(a) Multiplying (1.3) by Mar we get 
0 * M&G --* +(p - l)Mlo -+ M5 -+ 0. 
Hence Hk(M4M4) = Hkml(MS) for k > 0 and H”(M4M4) = $(p - 1)Z. Also 
rk M4M4 = (p - l)*. A look at Table 1, shows that MS f $(p - 3)Mlo is the only 
module satisfying these conditions. 
(b) follows from MS = M2M4. 
(e) Multiplying (1.4) by M4 yields 
For k = 0, we get H”(M4M8) = $(p - 1)Z. 
For k = 1, we get the exact sequence 
0 -+ H’(M4M8) + 2, -+ 2, ---, H2(M4M8) --+ 0. 
Now [M4M8], = (p - 1)p +a, so ~*(M4M~) has no p-torsion since its p-torsion = 
Hz@,; [M~M8],)z2 = 0. Therefore ~*(M4M~) = ~‘(M~M~) =I 0. 
For k = 3,0 + ~3(M4M~) --+ 2, + 0+H3(M4Ms) = 2,. 
Finally, for k = 4, we easily see that ~4(M4M~) = 0. The only module satisfying 
these conditions is M4+$(p - l)Ml~. 
(f) follows from M9 = M2M8. 
Proposition 5.5 
(a) M~,M~=M~+~(P-~)M~o, (c> n*r, . MS = +(P -+- l)Mm, 
(b) MS . M7 = M7 +&P - 1 &fw, (d) MG f iWig = $(p -t- 1)Mro. 
The proof of this proposition is similar to the previous ones and is entirely 
straightforward, and will be omitted. 
Proposition 5.6 
(a> MM = M.s+%P - 1hW0, 
(b) MM, = %P + ~WIO, Cc> M7M9 = $(p f 1)Mm. 
Proof. Trivial from Proposition 5.5 and the fact that MT = M&Js. 
Proposition 5.7 
(a) M&h = M+%P + ~)MIo, (b) M&f,=M9+f(p+l)M,o. 
Proof. The proof of (a) is very similar to that of Proposition 5.4(e) and wiI1 be 
omitted while (b) follows from M9 = MzMs. 
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Proposition 5.8 A4+Vg = MS +$(p + 1)Mlo. 
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Proof. Trivial from the fact that MS = ii42M~. 
6. Multiplication over 2 
To determine the multiplication of the representation ring of Z[D,,], it now 
suffices to determine 1(MiMi: ). The main tools are the results of Section 2 and the 
following Lemma which is an easy consequence of the definitions of the indecom- 
posable modules. 
Lemma 6.1. Let M be a Dz,-module. Then I(M) = I([M],). 
Proposition 6.2. Let (Y = 4,5; p = 6,7, and y = 8 and 9. Then I(M) can be deter- 
mined from the following: 
(a) I(MhMi) = I(M’,)-‘I(Mi)-’ = V, * V,:‘, 
(b) I(Mb,M$)=I(M;)-’ = V,‘, 
(c) I(M:M$) = I(M’,)I(M’;)-’ = v,V,‘, 
(d) I(M’,M:‘,)= I(M:‘J’ = V,‘, 
(e) I(MbML)= 1, 
(f) I(M;M$) = I(M$) = y/i, 
(g) I(M$ M:; ) = 1, 
(h) I(M;M;) = I( = v,l+, 
(i) I(M’,M’;o) = I(M’;o) = V,,, 
(j) I(M:OMi;o)= 1. 
Proof. All of these proofs can be obtained by using Table 1 to reduce Mi and 
M:’ mod p and taking the product using the results of Section 2 and then using the 
lemma. For example 
I(M$Mk’ ) = I(&j’+ 1)) = I(&‘+ cd) = z(a’@‘) . I(a’) 
= I@“)-‘I(&) = I(M;) 
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